
Friends,

ADF Engineering typically sends you a newsletter this time of year that focuses on 
business activity, new employees, new services, and problems we solved to make 
your operations shine. However, in light of the times we're in, we just want to tell you 
one thing: we're here for you. We have your back during these tough times, so lean 
on us for support, guidance, or professional advice, and we can address any 
challenges together. It's our belief that we should connect with all of our clients as 
helpful friends first and foremost. Business challenges will come and go but our 
relationship and friendship are paramount in times like these. Let us know what we 
can do to help you or to make your life easier - we'll get through this together.

If you’d like to bring cheer or share a positive message to anyone at ADF, please 
ddo so here and we'll share it with them.

Ways we can support you - keep scrolling to learn:

- How to Contact Us
- AOCS Presentation Now a Webinar
- Lounge n' Learns

 Simple Ways to Contact Us

Like many of you, ADF employees are now working from home and will be conducting

all client meetings virtually. 

How can you contact us? However you'd like!

Phone - call our mobile numbers. Check your project contact's most recent

email to find it. 

Email - don't know someone's email? Use their first initial and last name at

adfengineering.com (Alex Fishman is afishman, for example).

Microsoft Teams - if your organization uses Teams, you can search for your

ADF contacts by email and add us to project channels, or we can add you. Just

let us know what you'd prefer!

Video - FaceTime, Skype, Zoom, and more! If you'd like a virtual "face-to-face"

meeting, we can accommodate your software preferences.

3D Laserscanning eliminates the need for more than one visit to your facility,

limiting contact between parties.  

Use the Contact Us form on our website and we'll get back to you ASAP. 

For more information on how we're responding to Covid-19, click here. 

Check out ADF President Alex Fishman in his home office below!

 In Place of the AOCS Conference:

Since the American Oilseeds Chemists Society Meeting was cancelled this year, we're

bringing Matt Williamson's scheduled presentation to you virtually with a webinar! Join

us on April 27th at 2 p.m. for a 30-minute webinar. This webinar will discuss the

impacts of these new trends on oilseeds manufacturing and strategies for successful

implementation.

Register online to save your spot. 

 Lunch 'n Learns are now Lounge n' Learns!

Watch your inbox for more information about our upcoming Lounge n' Learn schedule.

We can even order a pizza or DoorDash some lunch right to your office or home!

"See" you soon!

How are we doing? Let us know!
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